Group Tour - Ise Toba full-day plan
Recommended spots:
Futami Okitama Shrine・Ise Jingu (Naiku/Geku)
07:30
10:00
11:00
Sample
12:00
Itinerary 13:00
14:10
19:30

*Note

Departure from Nagoya Station
Futami Okitama Shrine & Meoto-iwa [40 mins]
Hinjitsu-kan [40 mins]
Geku [40 mins]
Lunch [60 mins]
Naiku・Okage-yokocho・Oharai-machi [150 mins]
Arrival at Nagoya Station

The itinerary is subject to change depending on traffic and weather condition.
Hinjitsu-kan is closed on Tuesday.

☆Futami Okitama Shrine & Meoto-iwa
Futami Okitama Shrine is historically significant
since pilgrims headed to the Ise Jingu would
gather to cleanse in the saltwater (a ritual called
Hamasangu) and begin their journey. You can see
two rocks known as "couple's rocks" standing side
by side on the sea in Futamigaura.

☆Hinjitsu-kan (Important cultural property)
Hinjitsukan is a former guesthouse built in 1887,
originally constructed to host important guests
who were visiting the Ise Jingu. The two-story
guesthouse is now a museum displaying
architectural and interior designs from the Meiji
Period. Its first guests were the members of the
Imperial family. Many of the rooms in Hinjitsukan
display ornate decorations and feature classical
designs from the leading architects of the period.

☆Ise Jingu (Shrine)
Ise Jingu, officially 'Jingu', includes 125 jinja
(shinto shrine), centered around Kotaijingu
(Naiku), dedicated to Amaterasu-Omikami, and
Toyo'uke-daijingu (Geku), dedicated to Toyo'ukeno-Omikami. Its area is roughly the same size as
Center of Paris. More than 1,500 rituals are
conducted here yearly to pray for the prosperity
of the Imperial family, the peace of the world,
and the huge harvest.
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☆Okage Yokocho & Oharai Machi
Okageyokocho Lane is located in the Oharaimachi
area near the Naiku shrine. Built from the Edo era
to the Meiji era, this small alleyway extending
across 13,200 square meters has relocated and
reproduced some historic Japanese architecture.
You can look for specialty souvenirs such as rice
cakes and Ise tea, and enjoy strolling around the
gourmet restaurants associated with Mie
Prefecture.

☆Local Speciality Lunch
For your lunch, please enjoy the local specialty
"Tekone-sushi" and Ise-udon".
Served with Kaiyaki (broiled shellfish) and
Chawan-mushi (steamed egg custard)
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